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emotional energies can gather around your heart, cutting off your ability to give and receive love. The
Emotion Code is a powerful and simple way to rid yourself of this unseen baggage. Dr. Nelson’s method
gives you the tools to identify and release the trapped emotions in your life, eliminating your “emotional
baggage,” and opening your heart and body to the positive energies of the world. Filled with real-world
examples from many years of clinical practice, The Emotion Code is a distinct and authoritative work that
has become a classic on self-healing.
40 Days With the Holy Spirit - R.T. Kendall 2014-06-03
Are you hungry for more of the Holy Spirit in your life? Are you ready for a personal encounter with Him
that will change your life? The Holy Spirit is greater than our theology, bigger than our denominations, and
truly beyond anything we can imagine. In Forty Days With the Holy Spirit, respected preacher and
theologian R. T. Kendall takes you on a journey through daily readings from his book, Holy Fire, that will: ·
Present inspiring insight into the Holy Spirit · Provide a scriptural basis for deeper study · Direct your
prayer time as you seek to know and encounter Him in a fresh new way · Provide journaling space to record
your experiences with Him If you desire to increase your knowledge of this most misunderstood member of
the trinity, or if you long to experience His presence in your life in a deeper way than ever before, this book
is for you.
An Echo in the Darkness - Francine Rivers 2002
This classic series has inspired nearly 2 million readers. Both loyal fans and new readers will want the
latest edition of this beloved series. This edition includes a foreword from the publisher, a preface from
Francine Rivers and discussion questions suitable for personal and group use. #2 An Echo in the Darkness:
Turning away from the opulence of Rome, Marcus is led by a whispering voice from the past into a journey
that could set him free from the darkness of his soul.
Teach Only Love - Gerald G. Jampolsky, M.D. 2008-12-03

31 Decrees of Blessing for Women - Patricia King 2020-03-05
Read this book and be edified, empowered, and blessed. —Joan Hunter, author and healing evangelist
Godly women are coming into greater places of influence in the world. The Holy Spirit is using them to
prophesy life and send forth light through actions of compassion and justice. 31 Decrees of Blessing for
Women is especially designed to motivate women with a daily Scripture, an inspirational devotion, ten
decrees, and empowering activations. Ignite God’s Word in your heart and experience the multiplication of
blessings as you are granted favor, extravagant generosity, unconditional love, fresh revelation, radiant
beauty, and more. Turn your attention to the heart of God and begin declaring positive faith-filled words of
biblical truth. “The words that I speak unto you, they are spirit, and they are life.” John 6:63 kjv
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man - John Perkins 2004-11-09
Perkins, a former chief economist at a Boston strategic-consulting firm, confesses he was an "economic hit
man" for 10 years, helping U.S. intelligence agencies and multinationals cajole and blackmail foreign
leaders into serving U.S. foreign policy and awarding lucrative contracts to American business.
Bullshit Jobs - David Graeber 2019-05-07
From bestselling writer David Graeber—“a master of opening up thought and stimulating debate” (Slate)—a
powerful argument against the rise of meaningless, unfulfilling jobs…and their consequences. Does your
job make a meaningful contribution to the world? In the spring of 2013, David Graeber asked this question
in a playful, provocative essay titled “On the Phenomenon of Bullshit Jobs.” It went viral. After one million
online views in seventeen different languages, people all over the world are still debating the answer. There
are hordes of people—HR consultants, communication coordinators, telemarketing researchers, corporate
lawyers—whose jobs are useless, and, tragically, they know it. These people are caught in bullshit jobs.
Graeber explores one of society’s most vexing and deeply felt concerns, indicting among other villains a
particular strain of finance capitalism that betrays ideals shared by thinkers ranging from Keynes to
Lincoln. “Clever and charismatic” (The New Yorker), Bullshit Jobs gives individuals, corporations, and
societies permission to undergo a shift in values, placing creative and caring work at the center of our
culture. This book is for everyone who wants to turn their vocation back into an avocation and “a thoughtprovoking examination of our working lives” (Financial Times).
Aspects on Aspect - Paz González González 2003

Prodigal Heart - Christine D'Clario 2017-09-05
Your life is worth saving through God’s grace. Though she is now an award-winning Latin contemporary
Christian music artist and worship leader, Christine D’Clario spent the early years of her life overcoming
personal hardships, including the death of her father; moving to another country; feelings of unforgiveness,
loss, and rejection; being sexually molested; and even living a double life while being a leader in the
church. In Prodigal Heart Christine shares her compelling story and the joy she experienced in
surrendering completely to God. This book is for all those who believe their lives are broken beyond repair
and for those who think their scars are too deep to be healed. You will see a true story of redemption,
giving you hope that any life is worth saving.
The Purpose Driven Life - Rick Warren 2012-10-23
Discover and fulfill your God-given purpose by joining the more than thirty-five million others who have
embarked on a spiritual journey that started with this #1 New York Times bestselling book by Pastor Rick
Warren. Before you were born, God knew what your life had in store for you. His hope for you is to discover
the life he created just for you--both here on earth, and forever in eternity. Let Rick Warren guide you as
you learn to live out your true purpose. The Purpose Driven Life is more than a book; it's a road map for
your spiritual journey. Combining thoughtful verses from Scripture with timely stories and perspectives

The Emotion Code - Dr. Bradley Nelson 2019-05-07
"I believe that the discoveries in this book can change our understanding of how we store emotional
experiences and in so doing, change our lives. The Emotion Code has already changed many lives around
the world, and it is my hope that millions more will be led to use this simple tool to heal themselves and
their loved ones."—Tony Robbins In this newly revised and expanded edition of The Emotion Code,
renowned holistic physician and lecturer Dr. Bradley Nelson skillfully lays bare the inner workings of the
subconscious mind. He reveals how emotionally-charged events from your past can still be haunting you in
the form of "trapped emotions"—emotional energies that literally inhabit your body. These trapped
emotions can fester in your life and body, creating pain, malfunction, and eventual disease. They can also
extract a heavy mental and emotional toll on you, impacting how you think, the choices that you make, and
the level of success and abundance you are able to achieve. Perhaps most damaging of all, trapped
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from Warren's own life, The Purpose Driven Life will help you discover the answer to one of life's most
important questions: What on earth am I here for? Throughout The Purpose Driven Life, Warren will teach
you to spend time getting to know yourself and your creator in order to live your life to the fullest.
Unlocking your true purpose will also reduce your stress, simplify your decisions, increase your
satisfaction, and, most importantly, prepare you for eternity. Designed to be read over the course of fortytwo days, The Purpose Driven Life will help you see the big picture, giving you a fresh perspective on the
way that the pieces of your life fit together. Every chapter of The Purpose Driven Life provides a daily
meditation and practical steps to help you uncover and live out your purpose, starting with exploring three
essential questions: The Question of Existence: Why am I alive? The Question of Significance: Does my life
matter? The Question of Purpose: What on earth am I here for? Each copy of The Purpose Driven Life also
includes thoughtful discussion questions, audio Bible studies that go along with every chapter, and access
to a supportive online community, giving you the opportunity to dive even deeper into each life-changing
lesson.
How to Experience Revival (Journal Edition) - Charles G. Finney 2017-03-07
Revival starts with one person. You. Charles Finney—who shook up nineteenth-century America with his
preaching, earned the title Father of Modern Revivalism, and became the forerunner of revivalists like
Dwight L. Moody and Billy Graham—knew a thing or two about revival. And he claimed it began not in the
emotion of the masses but in the repentance of the individual. This new journal edition of a spiritual classic
invites readers to record their reflections, thoughts, and prayers in response to Finney’s fiery words on how
to experience revival. As you let his message soak in and interact with your life, you might find revival to be
closer to home than you ever expected.
What's after Life? - John Burke 2019-11-05
The Gallup Poll reports that 1 in 25 people has had a near-death experience. Their heart stopped beating,
their brain waves ceased, yet they claim they were more alive than ever. With improved medical
resuscitation, more and more verifiable evidence indicates that life doesn't end with our last breath--it's just
beginning. Drawing out the similarities found by studying over 1,000 accounts of near-death experiences
around the globe, John Burke unfolds a compelling and comforting vision of a world where - we are free
from pain - we feel fully known and accepted - we are greeted by loved ones - we encounter indescribable
beauty - we discover a God of unconditional love If you've lost a loved one, if you've received a frightening
diagnosis, or if you're just curious about what happens after death, this concise look at the life to come will
bring you hope and reassurance. Content derived from the New York Times bestseller Imagine Heaven.
The Power of Right Believing - Joseph Prince 2013-10-22
What you believe is everything! Believing the right things is the key to a victorious life. In THE POWER OF
RIGHT BELIEVING, Joseph Prince, international bestselling author and a leading voice in proclaiming the
gospel of grace, unveils seven practical and powerful keys to help you find freedom from every fear, guilt,
and addiction. These keys come alive in the precious testimonies you'll read from people across America
and around the world who have experienced breakthroughs and freedom from all kinds of bondages-from
alcoholism to chronic depression-all through the power of right believing. God intends for you to live with
joy overflowing, peace that surpasses understanding, and an unshakable confidence in what He has done
for you. Get ready to be inspired and transformed and learn how to win the battle for your mind by
developing habits for right believing.
365 Days of Prayer for Women - BroadStreet Publishing Group LLC 2019-02-05
Do you ever sit down to pray and struggle to find the right words? You want to spend time with God, but
you don’t know where to begin? 365 Days of Prayer for Women is a beautiful book of topically arranged,
guided prayers and complementary Scriptures that will enhance your prayer life and offer you peace, joy,
and strength every day. God hears your voice when you direct it to him. He will step into every struggle and
be your very present help in trouble. He will give you the words to say even when you find yourself lacking.
"He is able also to save forever those who draw near to God through Him, since He always lives to make
intercession for them." Hebrews 7:25 NASB
Unbreakable - Jenni Rivera 2013-07-02
The story behind Telemundo’s Jenni Rivera: Mariposa del Barrio series, now streaming. A New York Times
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bestseller, this is the official biography from the beloved Mexican-American singer who lost her life in a
tragic plane crash. The only autobiography authorized by Jenni Rivera "I can’t get caught up in the negative
because that destroys you. Perhaps trying to move away from my problems and focus on the positive is the
best I can do. I am a woman like any other, and ugly things happen to me like any other woman. The
number of times I have fallen down is the number of times I have gotten up." These are the last words that
beloved Mexican American singer Jenni Rivera spoke publicly before boarding the plane that would crash
and cut her life short on December 9, 2012. However, they are not the final words that La Diva de la Banda
had for the world. Those are found in the pages you hold in your hands, Jenni’s own account of the highs
and lows of her extraordinary journey. She became the most acclaimed Spanish-language singer in the
United States and sold more than 15 million records worldwide. A single mother of five and grandmother of
two, she was also an actress, a television producer, the star of her own reality show, and an entrepreneur.
But for all its immense success, Jenni’s life often seemed to be a series of personal battles in which
perseverance was her only weapon. As her fame grew, she made it her mission to speak about her
struggles, forging an intimate connection with her fans. She became a figure of strength and a source of
encouragement to women of all ages. In Unbreakable, Jenni recounts the crucial moments in her past,
revealing her experiences with domestic and sexual abuse, divorce, body image issues, making her way in a
male-dominated industry, raising her children as a single mother, and learning that she could depend only
on herself. Though she is no longer with us, Jenni will always be the "Rivera rebel from Long Beach," the
girl who maintained her sense of humor and fighting spirit in every circumstance. In this remarkable
memoir, Jenni leaves behind a legacy of inspiration and determination that will forever live on through her
precious family, friends, and fans.
Marco Impossible - Hannah Moskowitz 2013-03-19
Stephen and Marco, two best friends and junior high students, attempt to break into the high school prom
so that Marco can confess his love for Benji, the adorable bass player of the prom band.
The Blessings of Brokenness - Charles F. Stanley 2010-05-04
Perhaps you've already experienced circumstances so shattering you may wonder today whether it's even
possible to pick up the pieces. And maybe you can't. But God can -- and the good news is, he wants to
reassemble the shards of your life into a wholeness that only the broken can know.
The Holy Spirit - John Bevere 2013-08-15
The Holy Spirit is often portrayed as something "weird." But the Bible makes it clear that the Spirit is not
something. He is someone-a Person who has promised to never leave your side. John Bevere invites you into
a personal discovery of the most ignored and misunderstood Person in the Church: the Holy Spirit.
Redeeming Love - Francine Rivers 2020-10-13
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • A favorite Christian romance
classic—a tragically wounded soul, the man called to marry her, and the only love that heals all—now
available in a beautiful keepsake, linen-bound edition! “A literary masterpiece, reminding us that God’s love
is unconditional.”—Debbie Macomber California’s gold country, 1850. A time when men sold their souls for
a bag of gold and women sold their bodies for a place to sleep. Angel expects nothing from men but
betrayal. Sold into prostitution as a child, she survives by keeping her hatred alive. And what she hates
most are the men who use her, leaving her empty and dead inside. Then she meets Michael Hosea, a man
who seeks his Father’s heart in everything. Michael obeys God’s call to marry Angel and to love her
unconditionally. Slowly, day by day, he defies Angel’s every bitter expectation, until despite her resistance,
her frozen heart begins to thaw. But with her unexpected softening comes overwhelming feelings of
unworthiness and fear. And so Angel runs. Back to the darkness, away from her husband’s pursuing love,
terrified of the truth she no longer can deny: her final healing must come from the One who loves her even
more than Michael does . . . the One who will never let her go. A powerful retelling of the story of Gomer
and Hosea, Redeeming Love is a life-changing story of God’s unconditional, redemptive, all-consuming love.
America Imagined - Axel Körner 2012-08-16
Why has "America" - that is, the United States of America - become so much more than simply a place in the
imagination of so many people around the world? In both Europe and Latin America, the United States has
often been a site of multiple possible futures, a screen onto which could be projected utopian dreams and
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dystopian nightmares. Whether castigated as a threat to civilized order or championed as a promise of
earthly paradise, America has invariably been treated as a cipher for modernity. It has functioned as an
inescapable reference point for both European and Latin American societies, not only as a model of social
and political organization - one to reject as much one to emulate - but also as the prime example of a society
emerging from a dramatic diversity of cultural and social backgrounds.
The Self-Acceptance Project - Various Authors 2016-04-01
Even after years of spiritual practice, self-improvement, or therapy, many of us still have trouble with one
essential challenge: self-acceptance. How do we stop from constantly judging ourselves as inadequate,
finding fault with our bodies, or being plagued by our inner critics? The Self-Acceptance Project was
created to help us find a solution. In this collection of essays, contemporary luminaries in spirituality,
psychology, and creativity offer insights and teachings for truly embracing who we are—no matter what our
circumstances. Why is it often so much easier to feel compassion and forgiveness toward others than
toward ourselves? Where do our self-critical voices come from? Can we be motivated to grow and excel
while still accepting ourselves as we are? In these 20 offerings, some of today’s most trusted teachers share
valuable practices and techniques for building confidence, transforming our relationships with our inner
critics, and cultivating kindness and compassion toward ourselves on a consistent basis.
Latin D'Lite (Spanish Edition) - Ingrid Hoffmann 2013-04-30
Este libro de cocina totalmente ilustrado y fácil de seguir de la famosa figura de la televisión y la comida
internacional, restauranteur y anfitriona de los programas Simply Delicioso del Cooking Channel y
Delicioso de Univision, Ingrid Hoffmann, ofrece un giro saludable en la cocina latina moderna. Latin D’Lite
incluye más de 150 recetas latinas clásicas, todas con el singular toque de Ingrid: •Agrega sabores
vibrantes e intensos a cada plato con hierbas, especias y ajíes. •Presenta a los lectores ingredientes tales
como las semillas de calabaza, los plátanos verdes y maduros, el ají amarillo peruano y la malanga (un
popular tubérculo sudamericano), y explica cómo y cuándo usarlos. •Ofrece saludables sustituciones de
ingredientes y consejos de cocina, tales como el uso de jugo de limón como aderezo en la ensalada de
repollo en lugar de mayonesa. O hacer bolas de bacalao usando bacalao fresco, en vez de seco, y luego
hornearlas en lugar de freírlas. O usar mango congelado, un toque de agua de rosas y vino blanco para un
sorbete liviano. • Comparte secretos de preparación para ahorrar tiempo e ideas de presentación. Al final
de cada capítulo hay una receta tentadora para permitirse un antojo ocasional, pero manteniendo un
balance saludable. ¡Deliciosos platos como el pollo frito al estilo latinoamericano o la versión de Ingrid de
un exquisito sándwich de langosta se deben disfrutar de vez en cuando! Ya que es una seria amante de la
comida, que también entiende la importancia de equilibrar un estilo de vida saludable, Ingrid ofrece una
versión fresca y energética de las comidas latinas, desde el desayuno hasta los aperitivos y meriendas, las
sopas y ensaladas, los platos principales, los cócteles y los postres.
The Parenting Book - Nicky Lee 2009-03
"How can we develop a family identity? ; How can we meet our children's deepest needs? ; How and where
do we set the boundaries? ; How can we pass on our values to our children? Drawing on their own
experience of bringing up four children and having talked to thousands of parents over the years on their
parenting courses, Nicky and sila Lee bring fresh insights and time-tested values to the task of parenting.
Full of valuable advice and practical tips. The parenting book is a resource for parents to come back to
again and again"--Back cover.
Tale of Two Brothers - Daniel Fernandez Masis 2018-12-05
Hello my friendly readers! I am excitedly sharing my first professional review. Enjoy!INDIE READER
REVIEW: 4.7/5.0!!!! (https: //indiereader.com/2019/01/tale-of-two-brothers/)Verdict: There's a lot for
readers to like in author Daniel Fernández Masís' fusion of suspense and insight into the human condition
in the TALE OF TWO BROTHERS, attempting to stop a deranged despot in the aftermath of a natural
cataclysm that decimates natural resources across earth.In the aftermath of a natural cataclysm that
decimated natural resources across earth, two brothers set up camp in an abandoned area of what was
once the United States. Due to the paucity of resources, the brothers face unimaginable perils each day
from marauders and herds of gangs pillaging anything in their path. Paranoia and adrenaline are constant
realities for the two brothers; peace is a mirage.One day, one of the brothers, Jay, is kidnapped by a
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renegade gang, which is capturing and enslaving as many people as they can in an effort to gain control of
the region. Nathan, the other brother, plots to save Jay and meets Silver, a sort of femme fatale, who is
about as good at combat as the guys are. Eventually, all three plot a rebellion against the marauding gang,
led by a thug named Cold, who is seeking a national tyranny of sorts and burning villages that oppose him.
The last part of the book-which on occasion descends into rambling action scenes-feels almost like a
flashback to Vietnam, but in an Americanized milieu.Author Daniel Fernández Masís imbues his prose
throughout TALE OF TWO BROTHERS with indelible internal soliloquies by the characters, ones that are
both stirring battle cries for human freedom, but also valuable insights into humanity coerced into extreme
conditions. This is a dystopia, no doubt, but it is not one without hope, and this sense of fatalistic optimism
carries the book beyond its depressing and often brutal surroundings. "When death seems to hover over
you every day, people will heartbreakingly let go of the possibility of change," Masís writes . "But hope
never vanishes completely. Thoughts and feelings deep within our minds and souls hang on, in solitude, to
the notion of life without restraints and violence."There's a lot for readers to like in author Daniel
Fernández Masís' fusion of suspense and insight into the human condition in the TALE OF TWO
BROTHERS, attempting to stop a deranged despot in the aftermath of a natural cataclysm that decimates
natural resources across earth. MP Gunderson for IndieReader
Mediterranean Sunset - Yvette Canoura 2019-02-14
When Fatima was growing up in the affluent neighborhood of Kalorama in Washington D.C., she never
imagined that her father, an ambassador, would force her into an arranged marriage that would take her
across the world.After graduating from college, Fatima is thrust into the bed of a ruthless military man with
revenge on his mind. Away from family and friends in a foreign country, she gradually accepts her fate?
until an encounter with a handsome doctor ignites feelings and desires that jeopardize her life as she is
torn between an unrelenting husband and a forbidden liaison. Her choices will uncover secrets that will
unravel a chain of events that will change her life forever.
Silencing Race - I. Rodríguez-Silva 2012-10-19
Silencing Race provides a historical analysis of the construction of silences surrounding issues of racial
inequality, violence, and discrimination in Puerto Rico. Examining the ongoing racialization of Puerto Rican
workers, it explores the 'class-making' of race.
Daniel Plan Journal - Rick Warren 2013-12-03
The Perfect Daniel Plan Companion for Better Overall Health Research shows that tracking your food and
exercise greatly contributes to your long-term success. Maximize your momentum by exploring and
charting your journey through the five key essentials of The Daniel Plan—faith, food, fitness, focus, and
friends. Taking readers of The Daniel Plan: 40 Days to a Healthier Life to the next level, The Daniel Plan
Journal is the perfect companion, providing encouraging reminders about your health. On the days you
need a little boost, The Daniel Plan Journal has the daily Scripture, inspiration, and motivation you need to
stay on track and keep moving forward.
Surviving a Spiritual Mismatch in Marriage - Lee Strobel 2010-12-21
Someone came between Lee and Leslie Strobel, threatening to shipwreck their marriage. No, it wasn’t an
old flame. It was Jesus Christ.Leslie’s decision to become a follower of Jesus brought heated opposition
from her skeptical husband. They began to experience conflict over a variety of issues, from finances to
child-rearing. But over time, Leslie learned how to survive a spiritual mismatch. Today they’re both
Christians--and they want you to know that there is hope if you’re a Christian married to a nonbeliever. In
their intensely personal and practical book, they reveal:* Surprising insights into the thinking of nonChristian spouses* A dozen steps toward making the most of your mismatched marriage* Eight principles
for reaching out to your partner with the gospel* Advice for raising your children in a spiritually
mismatched home* How to pray for your spouse--plus a 30-day guide to get you started* What to do if
you’re both Christians but one lags behind spiritually* Advice for single Christians to avoid the pain of a
mismatch
The Scarlet Thread - Francine Rivers 2012-05
When Sierra finds a quilt made by one of her ancestors, she begins to explore the young woman's life and
rediscovers her own spirituality.
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Same Kind of Different As Me Conversation Guide - Ron Hall 2013-02-11
If you were astounded by the unlikely true story of a life-changing friendship in Same Kind of Different as
Me, you can now go deeper into the story and its powerful themes with the Same Kind of Different As Me
DVD-Based Conversation Kit and its accompanying Conversation Guide. Perfect for your individual study or
a small-group discussion, the Same Kind of Different As Me Conversation Guide will be your companion as
you watch the DVD, providing insights for a convicting lesson and thought-provoking questions for
discussion. Appealing to many audiences, Same Kind of Different as Me compares one man’s experience
with 20th-century “slavery” and homelessness in the United States with another’s portrayal of his own
complacency and wealth. From a burning plantation hut in Louisiana to an upscale New York art gallery,
you will see the heart of God in this unexpected tale of the transforming power of love and friendship. Gritty
with pain and betrayal and brutality, Same Kind of Different as Me is an inspirational true story that
crosses the barriers of society. For use with Same Kind of Different As Me DVD-Based Conversation Kit
(ISBN 9781418542863).
Th Power of Discipline - Raimon Samsó 2019-12-22
THERE ARE MANY SECRETS FOR SUCCESS, AND THIS ONE IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE Imagine creating
a habit that builds the ideal life and that, at the same time, is the origin of all the good habits you wish for
yourself. This book, based on the experiences of the author, reveals the Superpower that gave him
everything in life. The author explains how discipline became his sole secret weapon to achieve his goals.
Additionally, he explains anecdotally and provides a vision that will change your mentality and behavior.
Such a simple habit, available to everyone, and so easy that its power to change any life and take it to the
yearned ideal is surprising. This intense reading will inspire you to: Pass to immediate action Live from
meaning Develop habits to be unstoppable Defeat internal resistance Enter a state of Flow Create
automatic habits The author shares real examples of how the Superpower of discipline led him to achieve,
in autopilot, his personal and professional goals. Say "Enough!" to procrastination and pass to action. THIS
BOOK HOLDS THE KEY TO ACHIEVING YOUR GOALS
Me - Ricky Martin 2010-11-02
International superstar, Ricky Martin, who has sold more than 60 million albums worldwide, opens up for
the first time about memories of his early childhood, experiences in the famed boy band Menudo, struggles
with his identity during the Livin' la Vida Loca phenomenon, reflections on coming to terms with his
sexuality, relationships that allowed him to embrace love, and life-changing decisions like devoting himself
to helping children around the world and becoming a father. Me is an intimate memoir about the very
liberating and spiritual journey of one of the most iconic pop-stars of our time.
Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul on Tough Stuff - Jack Canfield 2012-08-07
This latest offering in the best-selling Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul series explores a host of
challenges faced by today's teens. Teen contributors share their thoughts and feelings on difficult issues,
ranging from poor self-image to thoughts of suicide, from family discord to coping with the loss, from peer
pressure to school violence.
Measure What Matters - John Doerr 2018-04-24
#1 New York Times Bestseller Legendary venture capitalist John Doerr reveals how the goal-setting system
of Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) has helped tech giants from Intel to Google achieve explosive
growth—and how it can help any organization thrive. In the fall of 1999, John Doerr met with the founders
of a start-up whom he'd just given $12.5 million, the biggest investment of his career. Larry Page and
Sergey Brin had amazing technology, entrepreneurial energy, and sky-high ambitions, but no real business
plan. For Google to change the world (or even to survive), Page and Brin had to learn how to make tough
choices on priorities while keeping their team on track. They'd have to know when to pull the plug on losing
propositions, to fail fast. And they needed timely, relevant data to track their progress—to measure what
mattered. Doerr taught them about a proven approach to operating excellence: Objectives and Key Results.
He had first discovered OKRs in the 1970s as an engineer at Intel, where the legendary Andy Grove ("the
greatest manager of his or any era") drove the best-run company Doerr had ever seen. Later, as a venture
capitalist, Doerr shared Grove's brainchild with more than fifty companies. Wherever the process was
faithfully practiced, it worked. In this goal-setting system, objectives define what we seek to achieve; key
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results are how those top-priority goals will be attained with specific, measurable actions within a set time
frame. Everyone's goals, from entry level to CEO, are transparent to the entire organization. The benefits
are profound. OKRs surface an organization's most important work. They focus effort and foster
coordination. They keep employees on track. They link objectives across silos to unify and strengthen the
entire company. Along the way, OKRs enhance workplace satisfaction and boost retention. In Measure
What Matters, Doerr shares a broad range of first-person, behind-the-scenes case studies, with narrators
including Bono and Bill Gates, to demonstrate the focus, agility, and explosive growth that OKRs have
spurred at so many great organizations. This book will help a new generation of leaders capture the same
magic.
The Children of the King - Max Lucado 2014
When the king comes to adopt some children, they are all too busy trying to impress him with their talents,
except for one little girl who offers only her kind heart. Preschool-Gr 3
Redeeming Love: The Companion Study - Francine Rivers 2020-10-13
Venture deeper into the heart of the classic bestselling novel Redeeming Love with this six-week study and
discover life-changing Bible truths. Through Redeeming Love, millions of readers have experienced the
captivating love story of Angel and Michael Hosea that illustrates God’s power to redeem even the most lost
among us. Redeeming Love: The Companion Study invites you to enter more fully into both the classic
novel’s eternal message and the biblical story that inspired its writing. Each week’s readings include: • a
personal reflection by Francine Rivers about the writing of Redeeming Love and the power of God’s Word •
key scenes from Redeeming Love, selected to illustrate God’s loving pursuit of you • Bible study lessons
that creatively blend story and Scripture to glean fresh insights • thoughtful reflection questions designed
to inspire you to a deeper experience of God Perfect for both individual reflection and group discussion, this
study will draw you deeper into the life-transforming love celebrated in Redeeming Love.
No-Drama Discipline - Daniel J. Siegel 2014-09-23
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The pioneering experts behind The Whole-Brain Child and The Yes
Brain tackle the ultimate parenting challenge: discipline. “A lot of fascinating insights . . . an eye-opener
worth reading.”—Parents Highlighting the fascinating link between a child’s neurological development and
the way a parent reacts to misbehavior, No-Drama Discipline provides an effective, compassionate road
map for dealing with tantrums, tensions, and tears—without causing a scene. Defining the true meaning of
the “d” word (to instruct, not to shout or reprimand), the authors explain how to reach your child, redirect
emotions, and turn a meltdown into an opportunity for growth. By doing so, the cycle of negative behavior
(and punishment) is essentially brought to a halt, as problem solving becomes a win/win situation. Inside
this sanity-saving guide you’ll discover • strategies that help parents identify their own discipline
philosophy—and master the best methods to communicate the lessons they are trying to impart • facts on
child brain development—and what kind of discipline is most appropriate and constructive at all ages and
stages • the way to calmly and lovingly connect with a child—no matter how extreme the behavior—while
still setting clear and consistent limits • tips for navigating your child through a tantrum to achieve insight,
empathy, and repair • twenty discipline mistakes even the best parents make—and how to stay focused on
the principles of whole-brain parenting and discipline techniques Complete with candid stories and playful
illustrations that bring the authors’ suggestions to life, No-Drama Discipline shows you how to work with
your child’s developing mind, peacefully resolve conflicts, and inspire happiness and strengthen resilience
in everyone in the family. Praise for No-Drama Discipline “With lucid, engaging prose accompanied by
cartoon illustrations, Siegel and Bryson help parents teach and communicate more effectively.”—Publishers
Weekly “Wow! This book grabbed me from the very first page and did not let go.”—Lawrence J. Cohen,
Ph.D., author of The Opposite of Worry
Firebird - Brent McCorkle 2012-10-01
What if God’s love were like the sun, constant and unchanging? What if one day you realized nothing could
take that away? Firebird is a bright orange baby oriole who just loves the sunshine. But whenever a storm
blows in, he frets and asks Mama why God allows the rain to take the sun away. When Firebird is finally old
enough, his mother gently instructs him to fly up through the thunder and lightning to see what’s on the
other side. It’s a rough flight, and just when he’s about to give up, Firebird rises above the storm to
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discover the sun shining where it always had been. God never lets the storm take the sun away. With that
truth in his heart, Firebird continues to bask in the sunshine, but just as important, he learns to rejoice in
the rain. Firebird is a children’s book that parallels the life of Samantha Crawford, a storybook artist in the
inspiring new film Unconditional (scheduled for a theatrical launch in fall 2012) who has lost sight of God’s
love.
In the Name of Salome - Julia Alvarez 2000-06-09
"Original and illuminating."—The New York Times Book Review In her most ambitious work since In the
Time of Butterflies, Julia Alvarez tells the story of a woman whose poetry inspired one Caribbean revolution
and of her daughter whose dedication to teaching strengthened another. Camila Henriquez Urena is about
to retire from her longtime job teaching Spanish at Vassar College. Only now as she sorts through family
papers does she begin to know the woman behind the legend of her mother, the revered Salome Urena,
who died when Camila was three. In stark contrast to Salome, who became the Dominican Republic's
national poet at the age of seventeen, Camila has spent most of her life trying not to offend anybody. Her
mother dedicated her life to educating young women to give them voice in their turbulent new nation;
Camila has spent her life quietly and anonymously teaching the Spanish pluperfect to upper-class American
girls with no notion of revolution, no knowledge of Salome Urena. Now, in 1960, Camila must choose a final
destination for herself. Where will she spend the rest of her days? News of the revolution in Cuba mirrors
her own internal upheaval. In the process of deciding her future, Camila uncovers the truth of her mother's
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tragic personal life and, finally, finds a place for her own passion and commitment. Julia Alvarez has won a
large and devoted audience by brilliantly illuminating the history of modern Caribbean America through the
personal stories of its people. As a Latina, as a poet and novelist, and as a university professor, Julia Alvarez
brings her own experience to this exquisite story. Julia Alvarez’s new novel, Afterlife, is available now.
Comparative Law for Spanish–English Speaking Lawyers - S.I. Strong 2016-11-25
Comparative Law for Spanish–English Speaking Lawyers provides practitioners and students of law, in a
variety of English- and Spanish- speaking countries, with the information and skills needed to successfully
undertake competent comparative legal research and communicate with local counsel and clients in a
second language. Written with the purpose of helping lawyers develop the practical skills essential for
success in today’s increasingly international legal market, this book aims to arm its readers with the tools
needed to translate unfamiliar legal terms and contextualize the legal concepts and practices used in
foreign legal systems. Comparative Law for Spanish–English Speaking Lawyers / Derecho comparado para
abogados anglo- e hispanoparlantes, escrita en inglés y español, persigue potenciar las habilidades
lingüísticas y los conocimientos de derecho comparado de sus lectores. Con este propósito, términos y
conceptos jurídicos esenciales son explicados al hilo del análisis riguroso y transversal de selectas
jurisdicciones hispano- y angloparlantes. El libro pretende con ello que abogados, estudiantes de derecho y
traductores puedan trabajar en una segunda lengua con solvencia y consciencia de las diferencias jurídicas
y culturales que afectan a las relaciones con abogados y clientes extranjeros. La obra se complementa con
ejercicios individuales y en grupo que permiten a los lectores reflexionar sobre estas divergencias.
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